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and transform responding to context, social change and political
climate, as a mirror and constant critic.
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For the Cities Issue, we chose
to showcase creative work from
established or emergent design and
art capitals of the world. The decision
of which cities to choose elicited heated
debate in our offices. For example,
despite the fact that Cape Town has
been named the 2014 Design Capital
of the World, we decided to opt for
the “city of gold” (Johannesburg)
instead. Johannesburg is Cape Town’s
more ambitious and quick-witted
counterpart, whose amazing creative
work is often ignored, for being “too
commercial” or “prosaic”. Our selection
of Johannesburg talent begs to differ.

These cities were chosen for their
distinct aesthetics, the calibre and
uniqueness of their work and to show
diversity from across the globe. In some
cities we only selected two artists to
feature, because we thought the quality
of their work was truly exceptional.

In the end we managed to settle on:
Monterrey (Mexico), Reykjavik (Iceland),
New York (USA), Amsterdam
(Netherlands), Johannesburg (South
Africa) and Melbourne (Australia).

Thank you to everyone who contributed
to this issue. We love connecting with
creative people from all over the world
and we look forward to making more
connections in the issues to come.

We would never claim to be the
authority on what city is the design
capital, ultimately it’s all relative.
Instead, we chose the theme to direct
what is hopefully an engaging and
interesting selection of work that
reflects the context in which it was
made. We hope you enjoy exploring it.

Thanks for reading!
Submissions: If you are interested in being featured in NICE
Magazine please contact: catherine@nicework.co.za
All images copyright the respective contributors.
The utmost care has been taken to present the information in NICE as
accurately as possible. If there has been an inaccurate reporting of
information please contact us and we will rectify it as best as possible.
All efforts have been made to contact copyright holders. Questions can
be directed to hello@nicework.co.za.
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T +27 (0)11 482 7380, The Media Mill, The Anchor building,
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Brookes
Boswell
Millinery
New York City has a long tradition of
milliners. Millinery can be defined as
“the designing and manufacture of
hats” distinguished by “the craft of hand
blocking and hand sewing”.
In the early 20th century, Clinton Street on
the Lower East Side was known as “Millinery
Row” and had as many as 16 milliners packed
into each block from Houston to Grand Street.
These milliners would create elegant hats for
the throngs of cultured, high-society ladies who
frequented the city.
All images copyright Brookes Boswell Millinery
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Today, Brookes Boswell proudly continues the artisanal millinery tradition
with her beautiful bespoke hats. The studio was founded in 2009, after
Brookes completed an apprenticeship with an established New York
milliner. She now lives and works in Brooklyn, with her boyfriend and
elderly dog Maggie, who also happens to be “the millinery mascot”.
Each Brookes Boswell hat is custom-made or made-to-measure from high
quality materials. Customers are invited to visit the studio to try on a
variety of styles and see what suits them best. The brim or height of the
crown is then adjusted to suit their personal style and frame:

“I love millinery work”, Brookes says,
“I end up creating something that is totally unique and
handmade to perfectly suit someone. It makes me very
happy to see people wearing one of my well-loved hats”

Brookes aesthetic is inspired by the diverse structures, materials and
trims in vintage photographs and old movies. She also draws from
traditional Americana craft forms like basket weaving, quilting, dyeing and
leatherwork. Brookes’ background in architectural design has given her an
acute sense of materials and construction, evident in the delicate balance of
aesthetics with refined technical execution.
New York is one of Brooke’s many muses: “There really isn’t anywhere like it
for inspiration and opportunity”, she says:

“Diverse cultures all living in the same small and
gritty footprint make for an endless mashup of style,
aesthetics, music and food”.

Her favourite place in the city is Prospect Park, which she visits
on a regular basis to walk Maggie, get some thinking done and to
enjoy picnics with friends.
Brookes latest Spring/Summer collection bucks current trends
for a sartorial appreciation of timeless form and function. This
easy breezy collection features hand woven Panama straw hats
and French grosgrain trims, which are perfect for hot summer
days. Brookes recently finished her Fall/Winter collection and is
collaborating on the lookbook with graphic designers Michael
Boswell and Elle Kim. She is also set to release a range of summer
and winter caps, which will be available soon.
Find out more about Brookes and her fantastic hats by
visiting her website.
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Au Retour
Bright colours and bold patterns define the
eye-catching signature style of Au Retour’s
range of tote bags, pillowcases and scarves.
Emily Diehl is the lady behind Au Retour, an
independent textile and print studio based in
Brooklyn, New York. Each piece is ethically
produced and handcrafted, with a focus on
materials, process and creative exploration.

As an art student in grad school, Emily was fascinated
by utopian movements and how those ideas manifested
in art and architecture. An experience that motivated
her to create things that people could actually use.
Each Au Retour piece starts as an idea that is sketched
out by hand or on the computer. This initial idea, or set
of rules, is then fleshed out until the image takes on a
life of its own. From this point, a grid is used to bring
the technical side of the design to fruition.
All images copyright Au Retour
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Emily describes working in New York as a
challenging yet fulfilling experience:

“It can be hard to find time to be
creative, because you are so driven
to survive and everyone around
you seems obsessed with making
money and working. At the same
time it is extremely motivating.”

NEW YORK

USA

Emily visits museums, galleries and libraries to keep
her creative juices flowing, as well as reading and
watching films. Visual games like pick-up sticks or
tangram serve as starting points for experimentations
with materials. Each day Emily works to hone her craft:

“I am interested in how pigment and
fibre interact. Weaving, dyeing…I just
want to learn more and work with new
materials. I want everything I make to
have a sense of discovery”.
Emily is currently working on a collection inspired by
the interiors of iconic architect Frank Lloyd Wright and
the Weiner Estate. She also hopes to collaborate with
small boutiques and print shops in the future.
Take a look at the Au Retour website for more
information or buy one of Emily’s striking pieces
from her Etsy store.
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Kaye
Blegvad

We have been fans of London-born illustrator
and designer Kaye Blegvad for some time
now. Her work has the dark sense of humour
of Edward Gorey, coupled with the whimsical,
slightly wild, imagination of Quentin Blake.
Kaye is predominantly known for her portraits
of sad women, to use her own words: “I do like
to draw some sad or pensive looking chicks”.
But, those kind of remarks deny the diverse
talents of this very gifted lady.
All images copyright Kaye Blegvad

What is your favourite place in New York?
“I love the City Reliquary Museum, which is a sort of curio cabinet of oddments related to New York. It’s tiny and
crowded and peculiar and just great. They have a spectacular display of hundreds of antique Statue of Liberty
postcards (all different), a jar of NYC Subway dust and samples of tap water from all over the city.”
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Born the daughter of two artistic parents, Kaye was well
equipped for a career in the arts. After completing school,
she studied illustration at the University of Brighton.
During her studies, Kaye absorbed creative influence
from many naïve forms of art, such as folk art, outsider
art, primitive art, illuminated manuscripts and children’s
drawings. These influences are apparent in the loose and
emotive quality of her drawings.
Her creative process is largely intuitive and unstructured:

“It’s fairly slap-dash. I don’t have a set
material that I work with, so I don’t really
have a set process. I work quickly though,
I don’t do much by way of sketches or
planning. I pretty much just sit down,
make something and then leave it alone.
I like to work quickly and then move on
to the next idea”.
After completing her degree, Kaye made the brave
decision to move to New York, where she now lives and
works. Kaye balances her time between freelance
illustration work and her jewellery line Datter Industries.
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Datter Industries grew organically from Kaye’s illustration
work as an opportunity to reinvent her drawn ideas into
3D objects.

“I’ve always made 3D objects, jewellery, sewn,
used clay, made bits and bobs - since I was
a kid. Drawing is always my fundamental
material but I like applying it to other
surfaces and contexts than flat paper. I started
making cast jewellery about a year ago,
when a friend showed me how to do it and I
got completely hooked. So exciting to make
something and have it exist in metal!”
Datter is the Danish word for “daughter”. It’s part “data” and
“matter”, with a little alchemy thrown in for good measure.
All Datter Industries’ delicate pieces are handmade to order,
imbued with the dark elegance that is so characteristic to
Kaye’s aesthetic. Kaye’s jewellery evokes various superstitions;
her watchful eye ring is reminiscent of the evil eye talisman,
worn to ward off envious feelings or bad luck.
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One of Kaye’s more recent projects is an on-going
series of drawings titled “New York Stories”. They
are rough, quick drawings that capture vignettes
of Kaye’s life in New York, from bed bug scares to
documenting the escapades of her amazing cat Milo.
We also love her zines that are steeped in mysticism
and eccentric characters.
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Make sure you allocate a good amount of time
to navigating Kaye’s website, you’ll want to look
at every project! You can view her beautiful
jewellery on the Datter Industries website or
buy it from her Etsy store.
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Sasha
Prood
Robert Bringhurst states in his influential
book, The Elements of Typographic Style, that:

“Typography is the craft of
endowing human language with
visual form”
All images copyright Sasha Prood
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What’s your favourite word?
An enthusiastic YES!
This quote succinctly describes the degree of craftsmanship and art that
often goes unnoticed in the development of letterforms.

Sasha Prood is an emergent
typographer and illustrator based
in Brooklyn, New York, who has
managed to capture the artisanal
nature of typography with great
finesse. This Philadelphia-born
creative, studied at Carnegie Mellon’s
School of Design before moving to

New York. She is currently studying
at Type@Cooper to further develop
her typographic skills.
Sasha’s skill could be due to the
fact that she is a very precise and
focused individual:

“My creative process is all about precision - I do a lot of
research, planning and sketching before starting any
final art. My process also involves a lot of handmade
work - I will almost always draw or paint elements and
then transfer the pieces to the computer to arrange
into a composition, refine the colors and forms, etc.”
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Thematically, Sasha’s works lean
toward more organic, natural
and scientific forms - evident in
her Botanica Caps and Illustrated
Mushroom Typography. Her tiny
studio apartment in Brooklyn is filled
to the brim with plants - a little green
patch in a vast grey city - that is vital
to her creative output. Sasha is also
attracted to vintage items, especially
those that are typographic in nature, as
well as cultural objects such as textiles,
ceramics and woven baskets.
Sasha works primarily in pencil, pen
and watercolour when creating her
typography and illustration.

Her watercolour alphabet, shows a
distinct aptitude for the soft, ephemeral
quality of the medium expressed in
beautiful and subtle letterforms.
Her aim is to one day work on a fully
illustrated book or to collaborate with
a fashion house to create patterns or
graphics for a collection. A solo art
show is also on her “to-do” list. Sasha is
currently working on large-scale works
to be included in the exhibition.
Find out more about Sasha and
her work by visiting her website or
Behance. Better yet, treat yourself to
one of her beautiful prints.

NEW YORK

USA

RAFA
AlVAREZ
Rafa Alvarez is a Spanish-born illustrator who currently lives and works in New
York. He came to the city to attend a graduate program titled “Illustrations as Visual
Essay” at the School of Visual Arts of New York. During his thesis year, under the
supervision of Canadian illustrator Marcos Chin, Rafa refined his style and aesthetic
by focusing on the creation of strong compositions.
The sepia-toned worlds of Rafa’s illustrations are reminiscent of the muted colour
palette of old newspapers. He is strongly influenced by old comic books from
European albums (Herge, Moebius, Freazzato, Miguelantxo Prado) to American
graphic novels (Bill Sinkiewicz, David Mazzuchelli, Miller). He also references a
broad spectrum of movies beginning in the 1950’s, right up until the neon-hued
cinemascapes of the 1980’s.
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Rafa creates his illustrations in a shared studio space:

I need privacy and quiet to be creative,
but I believe art benefits greatly from
socialising and exchanging techniques
and ideas…that is why I have always
shared a studio and why I think New
York, with such a huge art community,
is such an exciting place for creators.”
Despite the fact that living in the city is very
expensive, Rafa likes New York’s fast-paced and
competitive atmosphere, as it motivates him to be a
better artist. For Rafa, the city is a place where you
can find inspiration, get lost, and find contrasts and
talent in every corner. One of his frequent hang
outs is Fat Cat Bar, where other illustrators often
mingle, listen to live music and play games. He also
enjoys Prospect Park and Gleason’s Boxing Gym
in Brooklyn, for stimulation and potential subject
matter for his illustrations.
Rafa is in the process of turning his thesis project
into an interactive e-book for the iPad. The concept
is predicated on user interaction, where the
narrative develops and ends differently according to
the decisions of the reader. Not only did Rafa create
all the illustrations for the app, he also programmed
it from scratch! We are really excited to see the final
result, as we were big fans of the format.
His goal in the next year is to move more into
editorial illustration and personal projects, with
a focus on interactivity and animation, which he
hopes to bring to tablet platforms.
We highly recommend a visit to Rafa’s website or for
more frequent updates visit his blog.
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Angelique
Houtkamp

Norman Collins (1911-1973), otherwise known as “Sailor Jerry”,
became renowned for his distinctive old-school tattoo style.
He first learnt the art in his teens by hand-poking Pelikan
ink tattoos while hopping freight trains. At the age of 19, he
enlisted in the United States Navy where he was exposed
to the art and imagery of South East Asia – which greatly
influenced his aesthetic.

Sailor Jerry tattoos are defined by their carefully crafted,
bold lined designs that incorporate roguish American
iconography with Asiatic colouring and technique.
Norman Collin’s naval background is exemplified in the
abundance of masculine and nautical imagery in Sailor
Jerry tattoos; which include classically styled scrolls, ships,
stars, swallows, knives, guns and other weapons. Since his
death, many tattoo artists have continued Norman
Collins’ legacy through their own tattoo art.
All images copyright Angelique Houtkamp
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Angelique Houtkamp is an Amsterdam-based tattoo
artist who is keeping the spirit of Norman Collins alive,
while providing her own unique spin on the traditional
Sailor Jerry-inspired tattoos. Like Norman, Angelique
had no professional artistic training. Her first encounter
with tattooing was a creative catalyst to explore art and

illustration. She worked for a number of years at Tattoo
Peter, one of the oldest tattoo parlours in Europe, based
in Amsterdam’s red light district. There she cultivated
her skills on the skins of the many sailors and servicemen
stationed in the area.

Angelique’s style is distinctly nostalgic – combining the
visual language of old school tattoos with a humorous,
slightly melancholic feel. She is not limited to the Sailor
Jerry style, in the past two years she has drawn influence
from 19th century adverts illustration, particularly in
Weimar Berlin between the two World Wars;

“There was this strange, hopeless and
perverted energy going on then…it really
shows in all the creative things that were
happening then”.
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She is also inspired by pin up artists of the 1940’s and
1950’s, her favourite being Enoch Bolles, for the “slightly
disturbed feeling you get looking at his girls faces”.

Angelique’s art has extended beyond the realms of tattoo culture.
Her prints have been sold and exhibited worldwide. She now focuses
primarily on painting, but still makes time to tattoo. Be sure to follow her
creative exploits on her website.

We fell in love with a feature on Angelique in Inked
Magazine Australia, styled by talented South African
stylist Gabrielle de Gersigny and shot by FOTOFLOOR.
The shoot draws inspiration from a book by Peter
Doyle titled Crooks Like Us that documents black
and white criminal mug shots taken in Australia in the
1920’s. Angelique’s portrait is both delicate and defiant,
showcasing her tattoos as well as her inimitable style.
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Netherlands

Raymond
Lemstra
All images copyright Raymond Lemstra

Wild “primitivism” with a restrained modernist edge
is the best way I can describe the work of Raymond
Lemstra. His masked characters and distorted
totems are both childish and surreal brought to life
through Raymond’s compositions.

“In childhood, one encounters and
experiences many things for the
first time. Through curiousity and
imagination, these moments are lifted
to almost magical heights. As you get
older, new impressions become more
scarce and it’s a rare experience to
be surprised by anything. I try to
bring back the sense of wonder we
remember from being a child, bridging
the young and mature, by creating a
contained fantasy world populated
by my characters.”
We think if Raymond ever met the late Maurice
Sendak, they would have been great friends.
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Raymond draws influence from a wide range of sources from “primitive”
masks to Late Renaissance paintings, the aesthetic of the Neue
Sachlichkeit and the Bauhaus. His style is defined by striking geometry,
cross-hatching and a muted colour palette. Raymond also likes to play
with distortion; often his characters have disproportionately large heads
to draw attention to the face.
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“With my work I like to refer to the
illustrative nature of primitive drawings
and sculptures. What I find interesting
about these is the distortion as a result of
selective emphasis; parts of interest are
emphasised, unimportant parts reduced
or left out…the body is trimmed to its
essential properties. I deliberately apply
this primitive logic as a method. But I don’t
apply it equally to all aspects of my work.
Instead, I choose to use a very mature,
highly laboursome technique for the
execution of my work.”
Along with illustrators like Stefan Glerum, Raymond
is quickly becoming one of the fresh creative voices
of Dutch illustration. Despite only recently making
the transition to illustration, Raymond has quickly
grown traction as an illustrator to watch. He was a
key presenter at the Pictoplasma Festival in New
York, as well as participating in various exhibitions
and installations. Raymond is currently represented
by Rooftop Amsterdam, a creative consultancy
that hosts some of Amsterdam’s finest illustrators,
designers and motion artists.
For more recent updates of Raymond’s work visit
his blog. You can also buy his prints online.
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Reykjavik

iceland

STAKA
María Kristín Jónsdóttir and Bylgja
Rún Svansdóttir are two gifted
product designers who recently
debuted their first collection of
unisex leather neck accessories.
This elegant and unusual collection
entitled STAKA draws influence from
Icelandic myth and legend.
All images copyright María Kristín Jónsdóttir and Bylgja Rún Svansdóttir
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Bylgja and María Kristín
both have Bachelor of Arts in
Product Design from the Iceland
Academy of Arts.
María Kristín grew up in a
family of goldsmiths and
artists. She continued the
tradition by studying gold and
silversmithing at the Technical
College in Reykjavik after
completing her BA. Nature is
one of her primary influences.
Her versatile designs show a
strong connection with the
nature through both their
concept and structure.
Bylgia also has a deep
connection with nature, as well
as Icelandic history and folklore,
which is evident in her diverse
portfolio of work. Bylgja collects
artificial animals, especially
cats, for their devious and
unpredictable nature.
STAKA is María and Bylgja’s
first collaboration. It is an
elegant sartorial interpretation
of one of Iceland’s most popular
myths: the Brennu-Njáls saga.
One of the central characters of
the saga and a major influence
of the collection is Hallgerður
Langbrók, a woman “notorious
for her temperament and
majestic appearance”. Influenced
by Viking Age materials and
craftsmanship, the first STAKA
collection is an attempt to
create accessories for a fictional
Icelandic tribe, where each piece
tells a story and reveals the
social status of its bearer.
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“We spun a story around the
settlers; that they were in fact the
Icelandic Tribe, living in the rural
areas of Iceland. We visualised
what they looked like, what they
wore to identify themselves and
what materials they used and how.”
The collection seamlessly combines Iceland’s
rich history with its sophisticated contemporary
aesthetic. STAKA was launched in DesignMarch
in Reykjavik with great success. We look
forward to see the evolution of this fantastic
collaboration in years to come.
If you would like to order a piece from the
collection, email: staka.tribe@gmail.com for
more information.
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The

Farmers
Market
Iceland is known for its superior wool and
distinctive knitwear design. Due to the
country’s isolated geographic position,
their sheep breeds have some of the
purest bloodlines. These rugged sheep
were initially brought over by Vikings in
874AD. Centuries of exposure to Iceland’s
sub-Arctic climate, have given them light,
resilient and insulating fleeces.
All images copyright The Farmers Market
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Icelandic sheep are an integral part of Icelandic culture.
Historically, it is often claimed that without sheep
providing meat, milk and wool, the isolated Icelanders
would have never survived the harsh climate.
Processing wool is a popular Icelandic tradition. Before
the late 19th Century, Icelanders processed wool by
hand – fleece was washed in volcanic hot springs,
then carded, spun and knitted. Today, natural energy
sources, like geothermal and hydroelectric power are
used to produce wool.
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The Farmers Market is an Icelandic design company
that was started in 2005 by musician Joel Palsson and
designer Bergthora Gudnadottir to celebrate Icelandic
culture. Using distinctive Icelandic materials like
wool, silk and leather, Joel and Bergthora created a
sophisticated line of clothing and accessories that work
well in both urban and outdoor environments. Their
aesthetic has been defined as “revitalised Icelandic
traditional design” that combines “Nordic design
elements with chic modernity in lightweight apparel”.
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The label also has close ties to the Icelandic music and design scene.
Their online store, Farmers & Friends, sells Icelandic music and art
books in addition to The Farmers Market range. The brand’s appeal has
extended beyond Iceland. Their clothing and accessories are now sold in
selected stores in Europe, Japan and the US.
Find out more about The Farmers Market by visiting their
website or online store.
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Thorbjörn

Ingason
Born in Sweden and raised in Iceland,
Thorbjörn Ingason is a gifted graphic designer
and director based in Reykjavik. After a
decade of working in a variety of design
companies, Thorbjörn started Narvi Creative,
a multidisciplinary creative studio specialising
in graphic design, art direction, animation and
moving image. The studio collaborates with
advertising agencies and companies to create
vivid and memorable campaigns in the fields
of fashion, lifestyle and culture.
All images copyright Thorbjörn Ingason
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The studio is based in one of Reykjavik’s main shopping
streets, where the endless throng of pedestrians offer
Thorbjörn and his team a continual stream of inspiration:

“I think it’s very important to create a
nice inspiring setting in your office
to motivate yourself and the people
around you to do great stuff. Our
creative output is the sum of the
energy that surrounds us and all the
information we have consumed.”

Thorbjörn names creative greats like Thomas Demand,
Charlie Harper, Lance Wyman, Massimo Vignelli,
Tom Ford, The Eames, Sölve Sundsbo and Paul Rand
as significant influences in the development of his
own creative voice. When selecting a given project, he
gravitates towards projects that will encourage stretching
his creative horizons:

“I guess I try to keep myself interested
by trying stuff I do not know how
to solve. It’s when you are doing
something that you haven’t done
before that new things happen, often
accidentally, which is great.”
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Thorbjörn’s elegant aesthetic is evident in his
design for a set of Icelandair playing cards,
which were distributed on their international
flights in 2010. Not only do we love Thorbjörn’s
bold and simple creative treatment, we also like
how the characters on the cards are inspired
by Nordic gods instead of royalty – a nice
twist on the traditional. Thorbjörn is planning
on releasing a more racy X-rated version of
the cards, which we sure will both excite and
delight, whoever uses them.

more into motion graphics and moving image,
which are two fields that peak his curiousity
and creativity. He is currently making the most
of his expertise in graphic design and motion
graphics by developing a title sequence for two
Icelandic movies, as well as directing a short
documentary about information technology.
There is also mention of a paper cut animation
in the pipeline. We are sure it’s only a matter of
time before Thorbjörn puts his sights on a fulllength motion picture.

Thorbjörn shows no signs of slowing down in
the near future. More recently, he has moved

Take a look at Thorbjörn’s personal website for
more creative eye candy.
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Joe Paine
How would you define the design
aesthetic of Johannesburg?
“The design aesthetic of Joburg is
confusing as the city is so chaotic.
I think it is better conveyed by its great
architecture than its product, but the
little product it does have is forward
thinking, progressive, and does not
derive its aesthetic from the design
blogs of Europe and America.”

All images copyright Joe Paine

If you know Doktor & Misses, you’ll probably know the splendid
work of Joe Paine. This Johannesburg-based industrial designer
has become known in the local design scene for his bold
Bauhaus-inspired planters. These beautiful objects populate
some of the coolest hot spots in Johannesburg and Cape Town,
from 44 Stanley Avenue to the Neighbourgoods Market.
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Joe draws inspiration from old technologies, materials,
soap operas, birdlife and history. He is very focused on
process and interaction, adding aesthetic details not only
in the product’s visual details, but also through the ways in
which people interact with the product. The final result is
an object that is innovative, functional and legitimate.
When asked about how the city of Johannesburg
influences his work, Joe replies:

“Johannesburg has a great
industrial vernacular, so
there are great processes and
materials easily available and
sometimes cheaply.”
His favourite place in the city is a large manicured
garden on the Westcliff ridge that overlooks the
expansive manmade forest that is the Johannesburg
northern suburbs.

over an overgrown creeper’s tendril in 2008 and
fractured his hip. As they say, “no pain, no gain”.
Joe’s mishap was rewarded with his Kreep Planter
design winning the EDIDA Outdoor Award in the
very same year. He went on to start JOE PAINE
as a product and furniture design label, with the
aim of creating outdoor design products that are
simple and sophisticated, without pretension.
Since then he has participated in numerous
exhibitions, both locally and abroad.
He received the EIDA Emerging Designer
of the Year award in 2010 and his Forrester
Planter was nominated at one of the “Most
Beautiful Objects in South Africa”. Joe’s interest
in nature continues with his desire to one day
create a habitable tree house in a forest.
We think he would make a great lumberjack.
His latest product, the Marlena Candleholder,
shows Joe’s humorous, slightly irreverent design

The idea to dabble in plant life started when Joe tripped
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style. It is inspired by
the character of Marlena from the popular soap opera
Days Of Our Lives.

“In one particular story line, she was
possessed by the devil and levitated.
The candle also levitates, it, however
uses magnets. As the candle burns
away the mantle moves ever so
slightly, measuring time like, “sands
through the hour glass”. I used to
watch a lot of soap operas before
I got rid of my TV.”
The design does Marlena proud and it looks damn good too.
If you’d like to check out Joe’s stuff, be sure to visit his website.
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MAAIKE
BAKKER

How does the city you live in
influence your work?

“A large part of what influences
me about my city are the
people and their quirks, as well
as the general surroundings…like
old buildings”
All images copyright Maaike Bakker
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While poring over skate magazines as a youngster, the
brightly coloured, lowbrow art of Ed Templeton, Barry
McGee and Chris Johannson caught the attention of
a certain Maaike Bakker, as accessible, unpretentious
and abnormal. It is perhaps for this reason that Maaike’s
illustration draws inspiration from mundane, silly and
irrelevant things today.
Maaike is a talented local artist, currently completing
her masters in in Visual Art, while lecturing illustration.
Maaike’s “mundane” subject matter ranges from a line
of a song stuck in her head, to a childhood toy or an
awkwardly phrased headline on a poster.
Two distinctive aspects of Maaike’s illustrative style are
her unique use of colour and pattern. Maaike explains,

“An illustration can so easily become ‘another
picture’. We are constantly bombarded with
images, which Is why I try to use awkward
colours to challenge the representational”.

Pattern making also is a very therapeutic process for Maaike and brings unity to her portfolio of work.
Maaike’s latest project is an exhibition titled “The River “ created in collaboration with her friend and local artist
Louis Minnaar. They commissioned writer Jaco van der Merwe to create a story specifically for the occasion,
which was then split between Louis and Maaike to be illustrated. The exhibition comprises of a long vinyl river
snake with framed vector illustrations and ink drawing collages placed along its body to create a narrative. The
beautiful exhibition was well received in both Cape Town and Johannesburg.
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When asked what her dream project would be,
Maaike replies:

“I think my next dream project is
probably more fine art-orientated.
It will consist of melting
pyramids, moving installations,
drawings, projections and other
Interactive, intangible and
ephemeral pieces…Other than that
I’d like to create a series of zines.”
She also hopes to collaborate with Jean de Wet
and Gerhard van Wyk, two rising stars in the local
illustration scene.
For more of Maaike’s exceptional work, visit her website.
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Q+A with

Hanro

Havenga

All images copyright Hanro Havenga
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We are proud to introduce you to a
local kid with a ton of photographic
talent. His name is Hanro, he lives in
Johannesburg, and he takes some
damn fine photographs. His speciality
is reportage-style photography that
records the people and places Hanro
encounters with a non-judgmental eye.
More importantly, his photography
celebrates the magnificence of our
underrated city, which makes him
rather awesome in our eyes.
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1. Tell us about yourself
I’m a 21-year-old Afrikaans kid who
grew up in a pretty average suburb
in Johannesburg. I’m influenced by
music, skateboarding, strange visuals
and all kinds of surrounding vices.
I’ve been shooting for three or
four years. My friends and I started
partying in a crap load of places
around the city, watching bands and
getting up to all kinds of shenanigans.
Eventually, I figured…the bands are
here, the misfits are here, I am here,
I’ve fooled around with a camera
once or twice and I might as well
start capturing these things.
Just like that, I got sucked into an
obsession with photography.
From there on I explored various
subjects. I still find the most
influential and interesting subjects
are bands and their honest love for
music and young guns that just don’t
give a shit.

2. Describe your creative process
Most of my work doesn’t really
have a creative process because I
usually shoot what I see. Especially
with the “500 Days of This” project,
where everyday I photograph where
I was and what I saw – no bollocks.
I have to mission everyday to keep
it interesting, so there is “no rest for
the wicked”. I try to stick to my guns
and keep everything as natural as
possible - spontaneity is what
keeps me going.
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“I love the honesty of shooting people
in situations where they are not
really aware. I like to believe that in
my photographs there is always a
truth, even if it’s a feather’s weight
worth of truth”

3. Who or what inspires you?
People and music…music and
people…in bands, films, comics, on
beaches, in suits and everything in
between. It’s vague but it’s the truth.
Other than that it’s British Indie films
and a lot of time to think when I am
hung-over or when I am on holiday.

4. You take a lot of photographs of
local bands. What attracts you to
band photography?
It used to be all about the gig and
the vibe of party, the honesty on
stage and all that. Now it’s because
I know some of the artists. I’ve got
a chance to see who they really are,
why they act and create what they
do. Creatives like that can be so
inspiring and influential. Honesty is
what it comes down to.

5. What role does music play in
your photography?
I just love music: indie, country, post
rock, local, international, whatever.
I’m not sure if this ties into how and
why I shoot, but I know there is some
sort of relationship between what I
listen to and what I shoot. It’s a very
important relationship, it gets me up
and keeps me going, it almost forces
me to get out there and shoot.

6. Why did you start the “500 Days of This” blog?
I started the project because I wanted something to do, something to keep busy with. Ironically it’s not
something I “have” to do to keep me busy, it’s purely part of the routine. I mission to strange places and
meet interesting people on a pretty regular basis and what better way to document it than with a daily
“visual diary”? It beats twitter updates and Facebook statuses.I got the name from the film “500 Days of
Summer”. I also wanted to do a time-based project and 365 days of photos seemed kind of underrated and
overdone (no offence to anyone who does it).
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7. Digital or film photography?
Digital. I love film but I only shoot on it
once in a blue moon. There is a saying
that has done the rounds: “Everybody
thinks they are a photographer”, because
of the popularity of digital photography.
Some people believe that “I’m really a
photographer because I shoot on film” –
get outta here! I really don’t care what you
shoot or what you shoot on…just shoot.
Most importantly, do it for yourself and not
for some image-driven reason.

9. What is your favourite place in
Johannesburg and why?
I love every corner of Joburg, from a skate
spot in Roodepoort, to recording studios
in Parkwood, a dodgy bar in Honeydew,
the rooftop of the Lister Medical Building
in the Johannesburg CBD, the Bioscope
in the middle of nowhere, a friend’s house,
a stranger’s empty apartment on the 13th
floor, an abandoned warehouse and a busy
intersection. Any spot that is around really,
it’s crazy all over the place.

8. How does Johannesburg inform
your work?

10. Any future plans or projects in the
pipeline?

I love Joburg. There is so much going on
and because I’m from the suburbs and
not the city, I get to enjoy the best of both
worlds. The biggest issue we have is that
Johannesburg photography is often related
to hobos and dirty streets, which are shot
for shock factor. That’s why I shoot what
I shoot. I want to show the things that
nobody really portrays…the mundane, yet
truthful shots. Kids skating the streets,
getting drunk in dodgy bars, creative
exploits, struggling artists, proud, dirty
and grungy Johannesburg people. I’m not
for supporting the idea of a poverty and
crime-ridden community fuelled by rage
and stereotypes…for me that is not what
it’s all about.

I have a few ideas floating around for
after “The 500 Days” project, no personal
projects before that really. It’s going to
be weird to break the routine of shooting
everyday and having my camera with
me 24/7. Hopefully I can carry on doing
that with another project in mind. I think
the next one will be more focused and
will require more set-ups to get my point
across clearly. Maybe aiming towards
controversy…we’ll see what happens.
Be sure to check out Hanro’s creative
exploits online by visiting: 500 Days
of This, Hello Clarice and Hanro
Havenga Photography.
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Sindiso
Nyoni

The work of Zimbabwean creative Sindiso
Nyoni is marked by a distinct appreciation for
pattern and geometry. Since his relocation
to Johannesburg in 2005, this self-taught
artist has drawn from the “gritty, bold,
urban character of Johannesburg city” – a
place where diverse cultures blend into a
cosmopolitan melting pot.

However, Sindiso has never lost touch with
his Zimbabwean heritage. For the “I Want
Your Munny” exhibition initiated by kidrobot
and ToiToy, Sindiso created a customised
Munny figurine entitled “El Zimbo” (Zimbo
being a common slang designation for people
from Zimbabwe). The Luchador-style figure
features bold geometric patterns in the
colours of the Zimbabwean flag.
All images copyright Sindiso Nyoni
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Sindiso’s influences range from vintage animation, to comic book art and popular culture. He
also likes to take inspiration from books, poetry and cinema – all of which are focused on the
art of storytelling.

“These influences usually leave a profound impression
on me, prompting me to create art. I respect and admire
many unconventional and mainstream visionaries across
art and design disciplines.”

Sindiso is an avid film buff and hopes to one
day collaborate with an independent cinema.
He identifies filmmaker Melvin Pebbles as a very
important creative for his intriguing insights and
outlook on life.
In Sindiso’s relatively short career, he has
managed to rack up an impressive list of
projects and clients. He initially worked as a
barman to fund a four-year degree in Graphic
Design at the University of Johannesburg.

He then worked his way into the local
illustration scene by interning for one of
South Africa’s most prestigious illustration
groups: Am I Collective. There he worked
on projects for big brands like Nike, Fifa,
Adidas, Smirnoff and Audi. During his time
with the collective, Sindiso showed his skills
in one of their Cannes Lion Award-winning
campaigns. He has exhibited work both
locally and abroad, including Mexico, Japan
and Poland.

“The cross pollination of
cultures results in an
energetic, colourful, robust,
at times sleek, yet raw design
aesthetic, which is unique to
Johannesburg.”
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He recently participated in the Locals Only exhibition,
a group show that toured the major cities across South
Africa. The project was initiated by WorkingClass, a
collective founded by Durban-based creatives Tyrone
Bradley, Skullboy and Christian Mugnai, to promote and
nurture the burgeoning arts and counter-culture scene
in South Africa. 18 artists from Johannesburg, Durban
and Cape Town were asked to portray their personal
experience of the city that they lived in. Each city was
given a different colour palette to work with. Sindiso’s
piece, titled “We Face Forward”, is inspired by a quote by
Ghana’s first Democratic president and father of PanAfricanism Kwame Nkrumah: “We face neither East or
West; we face forward”. The work celebrates the diverse
cultures and ethnicities of Johannesburg – represented
by a Congelese Sapeur rendered in traditional Nguni
patterns and line work.
Since 2011, Sindiso has been working as an art director for
local advertising agency Black River FC – known for their
infamous Nando’s campaigns. Currently, he is working on
some apparel design for an Afro-American range, as well
as some self-initiated R!OT projects.
You can find out more about Sindiso and his work on his
website or Behance.
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NICEWORK
SHOWCASE
SHOWREEL 2012

At Nicework we don’t like to settle for second best. Perhaps this
is why our latest showreel took almost 3 years to make. Luckily,
it was well worth the wait.

Credits:
Animation: Ross Drakes, Gordon
Bakkes, Creon Eftychis, Waldo Buchner,
Henk Coetzee
Design: Ross Drakes, Donovan Pugh,
Arline Stoffberg, Gordon Bakkes, Rowan
Toselli
Illustrations: Shaun Botes, Christian
Mugnai, Theory One
Audio: Injozi Audio Boutique
Thanks to: The Nicework Team
(Ben Vorster, Ross Drakes, Arline
Stoffberg, Catherine Green, Gordon
Bakkes, Jeff Jenkinson and Thea
Efstratiou), Leigh-Anne for all the help,
Devin Toselli, Collective Efforts (thanks,
for the awesome wooden toys and
sign), Leigh Ogilvy, Andrew Wessels,
Blue Moon, Demographica, Yoav and
Tumi at TiNT

The 2012 Nicework Showreel features some of our
latest and greatest work, from branding, to print,
animation, websites and presentations. As a company
who likes to do things differently, we wanted to get
away from the flat quality of traditional showreels in
favour of a more tactile and sensory experience. We
opted for a simple approach where our work was
“brought to life” in the very context it was created.
The Nicework offices were transformed into a
dramatic set that would serve as the backdrop to
showcase our diverse portfolio. The showreel is
constructed as a single shot, which pans across
multiple desks and computers in the Nicework
offices. All physical examples of our work (books,
pamphlets, flyers, business cards) were carefully

scattered across the desks, along with meaningful
objects that reflect the character of our company
and our people. As the camera pans, different
projects are showcased by Nicework staff interacting
with objects on the desk, or by the addition of 2D
animated elements. Digital projects took centre stage
when the computer screens came into shot.
This single-take approach allowed us to showcase the
variety of our portfolio without having to dedicate
too much time to each project. The showreel’s
unconventional treatment also reflects our unique
attitude to clients and projects.
Check out an exclusive behind-the-scenes look at our
creative process.

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE

Melbourne

Australia

Luke
Lucas

Luke Lucas is a fellow with a talent
for typography. This Melbournebased creative has been churning
out exceptional illustration, design
and typography since the tender
age of 16. In his spare time, he
hangs out with his family, eats
burgers, surfs and skates – sounds
like a great life.
All images copyright Luke Lucas

Luke cut his teeth in the creative industry as the co-founder and
co-creator of Fourinarow Magazine, an inline skating magazine
that he started with Jamie Driver. There he developed his
knowledge of the publishing industry and honed his business
skills. Fourinarow Magazine led to the establishment of
Lifelounge, an award-winning creative agency where Luke served
as creative director for 12 years. Since 2011, Luke has dedicated all
of his time to being a freelancer and an all round awesome dad.
The city of Melbourne has played an integral part in both Luke’s
life and creative aesthetic:

“What and who I’m exposed to from day to
day shapes the way I feel about my world. So
being born, bred and living in Melbourne
must have had a large impact on my work. In
saying that, I spent all of February on a road
trip up and down the east coast of Australia
working as I travelled and I didn’t feel that it
necessarily impacted the way I approached my
work... maybe it’s like “you can take the boy out
of Melbourne but you can’t take the Melbourne
out of the boy” kind of scenario.”

Luke’s process varies from job to job. His modus operandi is
generally to build a strong concept behind every brief, starting with
rough sketches and slowly refining the
idea on the computer or by hand. Luke has a meticulous
eye for detail, this is particularly true when talking about
his typography:

“Typography has always interested me. I love
that through subtle design choices the same
word can be treated in a variety of ways to have
multiple meanings…through its treatment you
can add so much depth and emotion to a word.”
Luke’s dream project would be to redesign the storefronts of an
entire street, as ill-considered storefront signage has always been
one of his pet peeves. Luke is currently working on a variety of cool
projects, from a magazine cover to an illustrative type treatment
for a confectionary brand. Be sure to peruse all of Luke’s creative
exploits on his website.

Melbourne

Australia

Jimmy

Gleeson
At first glance, Jimmy Gleeson
comes across as a laid back fellow, a
man who enjoys the salty sea air and
surfing in the waves. But, his relaxed
demeanour hides the focus and
creative talent of this Melbournebased art director and designer.
Jimmy is definitely a creative voice
to watch.
All images copyright Jimmy Gleeson

“The approach to my work is simple. It’s about the power of a good
idea and the ways you can drive creative execution to make it flourish.
Whether large or small, I collaborate with a creative network of
talented individuals to bring great ideas and brands to life.”
Jimmy worked as the Global Art Director of
a surf lifestyle brand for six years, where he
participated in a number of branding projects
from advertising campaigns to retail and event
design. Since moving into freelance pursuits,

Jimmy has worked with a number of prestigious
clients including Adidas, Country Road and
Rusty. He is also creative director of Australian
carry brand, Bellroy.

Melbourne

Australia

Jimmy has worked closely with Urban Attitude, a fun and quirky
online store that supplies eccentric gifts handpicked from all over
the globe. Jimmy designed their new brand identity that reflects a
laid back and fun aesthetic.

He recently collaborated with Urban Attitude
to create a collection of homewares inspired
by Melbourne. Jimmy designed a series of
illustrations that include a colourful map of
the sprawling Melbourne metropolis and its

landmarks. The illustration was featured on the
cover of Melbourne’s TimeOut Magazine. These
designs were also rolled out onto posters, cushions,
cards and plates.

Sake Master is one of our favourite’s from Jimmy’s portfolio. Andre Bishop, one
of Australia’s leading Sake experts and a respected Japanese restaurant founder,
commissioned Jimmy to create his personal CI. Drawing on Bishop’s alias, “the
sake master”, Jimmy developed a slick and personable brand inspired by 1920’s
Japanese typography and Samurais.
Take a look at all of Jimmy’s work on his website.

Melbourne

Australia

Significant

Others
After meeting in university in 2002,
Ryan Ward and Suzy Tuxen soon became
firm and fast friends. Cut to a decade
later and both have had their fair share
of achievements. Suzy runs a multidisciplinary design studio called A
Friend of Mine and Ryan spends his days
crafting bespoke artisanal frames.

All images copyright Significant Others

Significant Others is an online shop that brings
together Ryan’s focus on handcrafted techniques
with Suzy’s astute sense of design. The shop
offers a carefully curated selection of artworks
and objects, from wooden toys, to silkscreened or
woven timber pieces. It’s a phenomenal website
that is not only beautiful to look at, but
really easy to use.

The name “Significant Others” not only reflects
Ryan and Suzy’s friendship, but also the relatives
and loved ones who are involved in making
Significant Others what it is today. Suzy’s
husband, Shane Loorham is an active participant
in the design of many of their products, as well
as being Significant Others’ photographer-inresidence. Ryan has also employed the skills of
his father, a talented craftsman in his own right.

We particularly loved their Heirloom Toys - a range of handcrafted wooden trucks, trains and cars made from
the off cuts of Ryan’s framing business. Ryan collaborated with his father Roger Ward, to create this beautifully
nostalgic toy range that harks back to traditional Danish wooden toys.

Hand Woven Editions is another collaboration between Significant Others and
their close friend Carla Grbac, an artist who hand weaves artworks using Japanese
yarn. Each piece, which is produced in limited edition runs, takes approximately
six hours to weave.

The Plywood Series is a full alphabet set of silkscreened forest
plantation plywood timber, which can be used individually or as a
group to spell a name or message.
It also includes a picture range, based on traditional Chinese
‘Tangrams’, providing a minimalist alternative
for children’s bedrooms.
What are you waiting for? Go and visit their website now!

Melbourne

Australia

A

Friend
of Mine

After working as a graphic designer for
close to decade, Suzy Tuxen decided to start
up her own design practice in Melbourne
in 2009 entitled A Friend of Mine.
A Friend of Mine is a versatile design studio that
works across a mix of industry sectors, from developing
corporate identities to designing shop interiors. Each project
involves developing strong relationships with clients to
achieve an intelligent, creatively strong end result, executed
with passion.
All images copyright A Friend of Mine

A Friend of Mine takes its name from the studio’s philosophy
that the best results are achieved through artistic and
mutidisciplinary collaborations. The studio routinely draws
from a range of “friends” to achieve their project goals.

Micro Kitchen
Micro Kitchen was part of the State of Design Festival in Melbourne
that operated for the week long event. A Friend of Mine and
Broadsheet pooled their resources to bring in the best chefs and
designers for the pop-up restaurant. Suzy collaborated with Rhys
Gorgol to create the identity, promotional materials and interiors
for the space.

chalk logos. The lofty space is punctuated by a mobile of suspended
spoons arranged in a zig-zag pattern to create a homely yet
warm atmosphere.
Credits:
Photography:
Tobias Titz, Shane Loorham and Liz McLeish

For each of the seven days of the event, a designer would brief a
renowned chef to create a soup. The idea of a designer and chef
“spooning” was a playful approach to the project that manifested in
informal design details such as hand painted window signage and

Lighting:
Volker Haug
Placemats:
Lightly

Melbourne

Australia

Kitsch & Tea
Apart from being a clever play on words, Kitsch &
Tea is a store and café run by Naomi Burd that sells
bespoke tea and homewares. The gingham pattern on
the branding materials is reminiscent of a 1950’s kitchen
tablecloth – adding some warm domesticity to the
identity. A typographic marque functions both as both
an ampersand and a tilted teacup.

Booki.sh
Booki.sh is a great example of A Friend of Mine’s ability to use graphic
wit through typography. A quirky custom typeface was created based on a pair of
reading glasses to exemplify Booki.sh - a web-based learning
platform for distributing, selling and reading e-books. The accessible image of a pair of
spectacles encapsulates the concept, as well as creating a friendly brand image.
Credits:
Illustrations:
Lachlan Conn, Ben Sanders, Suzy Tuxen and Emily Fisher
Website:
Inventive Labs

Do yourself a favour and visit A Friend of
Mine’s website.

Melbourne

Australia

The

Hungry

Workshop
The Hungry Workshop is a modern
letterpress and design studio
based in Melbourne, Australia,
started by Simon and Jenna
Hipgrave. Both shared a love for
design, typography and illustration
– throw in a mutual enthusiasm
for the craft of letterpress and The
Hungry Workshop was born.
All images copyright The Hungry Workshop

Jenna and Simon work on their own print projects, as well as
collaborating with agencies and fellow creative people. They use
a Heidelberg Windmill Platen from the 1970’s, which serves as
the inspiration for their company name:

“The machine is an old and hungry brute that
gobbles up paper and drinks ink. When we
discovered him he was malnourished and
rusty. With the help of some friends we have
cleaned him up and continue to feed him as
much paper as possible”
Melbourne is a city renowned for its abundance of creative
studios, agencies, illustrators and designers. Simon and Jenna
like to get inspired by the many imaginative people who cross
their path. When asked to describe the aesthetic of Melbourne,
Simon replies:

“Melbourne design is probably the most progressive in the
country. It’s very forward and there are a lot of small studios
and very talented individuals really pushing the boundaries.
The colour palette is usually very subdued, dark and cool,
which I guess reflects the climate - but doesn’t suit my tropical
upbringing - we try to be as colourful as possible where we can.“
The Hungry Workshop is based in Northcote, Melbourne, which also doubles as a studio
and home to Jenna and Simon. The large and comfortable space is a welcome refuge to
creative collaborators and friends alike.

Letitia Buchan - “All’s Super”

Eirian Chapman - “Victory Club”

One of The Hungry Workshop’s most recent projects is the Trophy
Lives exhibition, which showcases the work of a bunch of talented
Melbourne illustrators including, Tin & Ed, Eamo Donnelly, Drunk
Park, Eirian Chapman and Letitia Buchan. In the future, Simon and
Jenna hope to design and print a book, “it would be a good design
challenge and a fantastic print project in one”, says Simon.
For more updates and information about The Hungry Workshop, visit
their website or follow them on twitter.

Tin Ed - “The Living Sea”

Drunk Park - “Shelf Life”

Eamo Donnelly - “Flora Australia”

MEXICO
MONTERREY

Monterrey

Mexico

FACE
When looking for emergent

design capitals, our research
continually led us back
to the city of Monterrey
in Mexico. Monterrey is
a vibrant creative hub,
producing fresh creative
work, particularly in the field
of graphic design.
All images copyright Face
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Face is one of the small creative studios making
a distinctive mark in the local design scene
and further afield. Face’s aesthetic is clean
and conceptually-driven, evident in their own
sophisticated CI. Since their establishment
in 2006, Face has managed to develop a
contextually-specific design approach with a
global perspective.
Because of their small size of seven team
members, Face is able to interact closely with
each of their clients, which is apparent in the
bespoke projects that they produce.

“Our craft is firmly rooted
on the networking of talent,
which not only relies on our
capacity to summon, but also
on our ability to orchestrate
the most capable creative
minds around.”

We particularly liked their
redesign of Pocketmag, a
youth-orientated magazine
from Monterrey. Face was
commissioned to create a full
redesign of the magazine’s logo,
typography, editorial design
and layouts. Drawing inspiration
from simple modernist
typography, balanced geometric
shapes and bright colours, Face
updated the brand to remain
relevant to the youth market.

Monterrey

Mexico

Good Food is a brand that produces healthy premade frozen
meals. They approached Face to create their branding and
packaging. Face reflected the brands uncomplicated food
philosophy by creating a minimal logo and packaging treatment.
The streamlined design puts a new spin on the traditional
concept of frozen meals as an unhealthy and unsophisticated
meal option.
Face’s service offering includes full branding development,
design, advertising, editorial work and custom publishing.
Be sure to visit their website or Behance for their full portfolio.

Monterrey

Mexico

Manifiesto

Futura

Manifiesto Futura is an
independent design studio based
in Monterrey, Mexico. Since it’s
inception in 2008, Manifiesto
Futura’s approach has been
founded on experimentation and a
focus on the atypical.
All images copyright Manifesto Futura

Monterrey

Mexico

“For us, a risk isn’t really a
risk. It’s an opportunity to do
things differently, and grow.”
The studio specialises in art direction and brand
development, but also has the capacity to offer
a broad range of creative services. With each
project, the aim is to create something that is
both beautiful and functional. A lot of time is
dedicated to discovery where a project is planned,
sketched and analysed.
Manifiesto Futura’s aesthetic is distinctly Mexican
in character:

“Our goal is to make the
best of Mexican design, to
change the shapes, strategies
and narratives… through
clear messages and smart
incentives. Yet to keep the
Mexican character, wit, and
charisma intact”
Manifiesto Futura is known for their use of
restricted colour palettes, coupled with bold
and bright accents. We particularly liked
Manifiesto Futura’s own monochromatic
corporate identity that marries a strong graphic
logo with a sophisticated use of empty space.

Take a look at Manifiesto Futura’s full portfolio on their website or keep up
to date with their latest projects by following them on twitter or Facebook.

When we saw the JUST IN CASE ® End of
the World Survival Kit, we had to share it with
our readers because:

Monterrey

Mexico

MENOSUNOCEROUNO
All images copyright MENOSUNOCEROUNO

1.

It is beautifully designed

2.

It has a great concept

3.

We wish we had thought of it

MENOSUNOCEROUNO managed to beat all the
traditional cheap Merlots, picture calendars and
stationary sets that are usually given as corporate
gifts. Instead, they opted for an idea that was relevant
and intriguing, if not slightly macabre.

The JUST IN CASE ® End of the World
Survival Kit is inspired by the idea that
the world may end in 2012 because of the
completion of the Mayan calendar:

“Expecting a beautiful chaos,
MENOSUNOCEROUNO created
JUST IN CASE ®, the perfect
brand for the end of times.
A brand that covers all your
basic apocalyptic needs. Our
survival kit re-packages a
collection of iconic products from Mexico to enjoy
in no particular order. The
perfect gift for friends and
clients (only the ones we
want to keep).”

MENOSUNOCEROUNO created a brilliant modern
Mexican design for the end of times. Here is a
rundown of what the JUST IN CASE ® End of the
World Survival Kit includes:
•

Chocolate Abuelita ®: Dark chocolate
laced with cinnamon and covered in sugar.
With more than 70 years in the market, this
classic delight will make you feel well under any
circumstances.

•

Doméstica Yellow Notebook ®: A design
classic from Monterrey. Tell the story, write like
John, draw like el Bosco, or use it to start a fire.

•

Simple Knife ®: Clean affordable design, a
minimal hunting tool for animals or zombies.

•

40 Emergency Black Matches ®: Start a
fire, get warm, light your way with style.
Black is beautiful.

•

Xtabentun D’aristi ®: Original Mayan
liqueur from Casa D’aristi in Yucatan, one
of our favorite brands of 2011. Celebrate like
the old times!

•

Basic Water ®: Drink wisely, survive up to ten
days with one liter.

The clever people behind this concept are
MENOSUNOCEROUNO, an integrated advertising,
branding and digital agency based in Monterrey,
Mexico. The studio was founded in 2001, by CEO
Emmanuel Moreau and has subsequently grown
to 40 staff members today. Talented designer
Gerardo Ortiz joined the studio in 2003 as
MENOSUNOCEROUNO’s Chief Creative Officer.
His minimalist aesthetic, that is inspired by Swiss
design, is reflected in the simple and polished
design that MENOSUNOCEROUNO has become
well known for.
For more of MENOSUNOCEROUNO’s work, you
can check out their website, Behance, YouTube
channel and Facebook page.

Monterrey

Mexico

Tony

Rivas

Zarate

All images copyright Tony Rivas Zarate

Monterrey

Mexico

Tony Rivas Zarate is a graphic
designer who spends most
of his days creating websites.
But, Tony’s true passion lies in
illustration and typography – a
creative pursuit that he dedicates
a lot of his free time to.

As a child, Tony used to fill his afternoons making strange
compositions using Microsoft Paint and listening to music.
Since those early days, his creative talents have grown
from strength to strength. Tony has a particular aptitude
for typography. One example would be his bold modular
serif typeface inspired by the city of Monterrey in Mexico,
where he currently lives. Tony’s typography manages to

balance legibility with aesthetics, allowing the typeface to
develop its own distinct personality without turning it into
a completely decorative work of art.
Tony has stopped publishing his work on Behance,
but we have no doubt we will see his work on the
internet sometime soon.

For this issue we have rounded up the top
print advertising and packaging from our
selected cities.
You’ll get a real taste of Johannesburg’s
cosmopolitan culture from Volcano’s campaign
for local independent cinema, The Bioscope.
DDB takes us back to the future with Hertz’s
retro-futuristic posters and Lowe celebrates
Amsterdam’s rich textile tradition with their Give
a Night campaign.
Our packaging section is all about bright colours
and fun. Melbourne designer Yunyeen Yong
showcases her bold fruit-shaped juice cartons
that would make any packed lunch appealing.
Nicholas Weltyk’s Fiery 4 Pack is jam-packed
with New York personality, from the hand drawn
type right down to the nifty functional details.
Kristín Eva Ólafsdóttir, art director at Icelandic
interactive studio Gargarin, shines with her
sophisticated reinvention of Edward de Bono’s
Six Thinking Hats. Go take a look!

PRINT
&
PACKAGING

Give a Night
A wonderfully colourful and creative campaign
by Lowe, Amsterdam, for Give a Night’s holiday
gift cards that visualise holiday scenes, like
posing with the Beef Eaters in London or eating
at a café in Paris. What makes it different?
The entire scene, and the figures that inhabit
it, are completely covered in a selection of
brightly coloured gift-wrap. Great execution
of a simple concept.

Credits:
Advertising Agency:
Lowe, Amsterdam, Holland
Art Directors:
Maarten Vrouwes, Friso Ludenhoff
Copywriters:
Friso Ludenhoff, Maarten Vrouwes
Photographer:
Jaap Vliegendhard

Hertz
We loved the retro styling in this campaign for
Hertz’s car rental that espouses the convenience
and ease of their airport services. The creative
treatment by DDB, New York, reminded us of the
Futurist Movement, which glorified themes and
subject matter based on a utopic future, such
as the car, airplane and industrial city. The bold
colours and dynamic mechanical figures make
these posters both eye catching and unusual.
Job well done.

Credits:
Advertising Agency: DDB, New York, USA
Chief Creative Officer: Matt Eastwood
Executive Creative Director: Menno Kluin
Creative Director / Art Director: Sonya Grewal
Creative Director / Copywriter: Pat Carella
Art Director: John-John Skoog
Copywriter: Nicholas Partyka
Designer / Typographer: Juan Carlos Pagan
Illustrator: Chris Grey
Art Buyer: Jane Piampiano

The Bioscope
The Bioscope is an independent cinema located
in a transformed industrial building called Main
Street Life, which was created as part of an inner
city regeneration project. This little cinema is one
of the only cinemas of its kind in Johannesburg
to offer audiences the opportunity to view
independent films. It also provides a platform for
locally produced films and emergent filmmakers
to showcase their work.
We really loved this campaign for The Bioscope,
created by Johannesburg
agency Volcano, that re-visions classic films,
like Alfred Hitchcocks’s “The Birds” or Martin
Scorsese’s “Taxi Driver”, using South African
cultural references and iconography.
For example, the priest character in iconic
horror film “The Exorcist” is transformed into
a traditional healer or sangoma. Similarly, the
emotionally unstable taxi driver played by
Robert De Niro is replaced with a minibus taxi
driver – who are known locally for their inventive
and reckless driving.

Credits:Advertising Agency: Volcano, Johannesburg, South Africa
Creative Directors: Francois Boshoff, Glenn Jeffery
Art Director: Francois Boshoff
Photographer: Caitlin Fay Smith

Six Thinking Pencils
Six Thinking Hats is a conceptual tool invented
by Edward de Bono in the
early 1980’s aimed at creating more effective
ways of thinking. The premise of the method
is that the brain does not always operate in a
linear way.
De Bono identifies six distinct modes in which
the brain can be sensitised.
In each of these modes the brain will identify
certain aspects of what is being discussed.
Each mode is identified and assigned a colour:

•

White – information – known or needed

•

Red – feelings – hunches, gut instinct and
intuition

•

Green – creativity – possibilities,
alternatives, solutions and new ideas

•

Yellow – benefits – why something
will work

•

Black – critical thought –
potential problems

•

Blue- overview – next steps and
action items

Icelandic interactive studio Gargarin, decided
to transform De Bono’s “hats” into pencils for a
more practical application of his brainstorming
method. Like De Bono’s model, each of the
pencils is colour-coded and stands for a certain
type of thinking. Participants are encouraged
to select a pencil and direct their conversation
according to the association of that colour.
By switching pencils, participants are forced
to redirect their thoughts on a given subject
creating a more focused end result.
Art director and partner at Gargarin,
Kristín Eva Ólafsdóttir, was given the
task of executing the project, which we
think she did with flying colours. She is currently
working on creating interactive designs for an
exhibition at the Seabird Center in Norway.

All images copyright Kristín Eva Ólafsdóttir

Berkshire Berries
Berkshire Berries is a delicious range of artisanal
jams and jellies created by Mary and David
Graves, made in small batches using original
family recipes and locally sourced produce.
Talented Communication Design major, Nicholas
Weltyk, was given the task of choosing an
existing berry or honey company from the New
York Farmer’s Market as part of a packaging
project at the Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, New
York. It was a no-brainer to choose Berkshire
Berries’ because they had both a delicious
product and a great back-story.
The brief was to create a four-pack sampler
suitable for promotions in supermarkets and
organic grocery stores. Nicholas’s inventive
design, titled the “Fiery 4 Pack”, exemplifies the
handmade nature of Berkshire Berries, as well as
indicating the fiery contents held in the jars.
The Fiery 4 Pack features four unique spicy
flavoured jelly spreads to be used in sauces,
sandwiches and cooking. The oversized corks
convey the bottled heat each jar contains.
The hand drawn type on the labels evokes
the handmade nature of the jellies, as well
as giving the packaging a more friendly and
personable character.
Nicholas also took care to make the packaging
as functional as possible. The design features
a handle so that the jars can be easily
transported in a similar fashion you would
carry a six-pack of beer. A rubber band fits
snugly around all four jars to further minimise
slippage. To appeal to a target market that
appreciates organic produce and care for the
environment, the packaging for the Fiery 4 Pack
easily deconstructs for recycling.
(This is student work and has no affiliation with Berkshire Berries)
All images copyright Nicholas Weltyk

Jooze
If you are a fan of packaging design, you will
probably have seen the wonderful work of
Melbourne-based designer Yunyeen Yong.
Yunyeen is a versatile designer whose aesthetic
is defined by bold colours, solid lines and an
imaginative approach to every project she
choses to tackle.
Jooze is the product of a design project that
required the creation of a corporate identity
and its affiliated products. Yunyeen immediately
jumped at the opportunity to create a bright
and colourful brand directed toward children,
a target market that she particularly enjoys
designing for.
Yunyeen decided to create a fictional brand
called Jooze, a healthy fruit juice range
that encourages healthy eating habits in
kindergarten children. The development
of the initial concept was rather slow, but
one and a half weeks before her deadline
inspiration struck…
The shape of the cartons resemble fruit
wedges, which is a playful take on the
traditional box-shaped juice carton.
The bright colours and unusual shape makes
Jooze cartons eye-catching and appealing
to both adults and children. Yunyeen also
developed an accompanying range of badges
and stationary that incorporates the wedge
shape of the juice boxes. We think Yunyeen
deserves an A+ for this awesome project.
All images copyright Yunyeen Yong

Each issue we ask interesting
people to select and photograph
ten things that they like, appreciate
or get inspired by.
For this issue we asked a select
group of talented South Africans
living abroad to create a collection
of objects that reflected their
experiences of living in a foreign city.
We invite you to explore their strange new worlds.

Alex Hing is an audio-visual
technician and musician whose
witty collection of things could
easily function as an essential
survival kit for new initiates of
“The Big Apple”.
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Artist and curator, Johan
Kritzinger, gives us a more
cultural view of New York City,
highlighting its vibrant street art
and eclectic people.

Curator and artist, Samantha
McCulloch, provides an
alternate view of Melbourne, an
arty place where the 1990’s are
going strong and zines are the
next big thing.
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ALEX
HING
We like Alex Hing.

He is just the right amount of sincerity
and gentlemanliness, mixed with Hillbrow
street savvy and African resourcefulness.
This audio-visual technician and data
wrangler from Johannesburg currently
resides in the bustling metropolis that is
New York City.
Four years ago, he won a green card
through the US Diversity Immigrant
Lottery, which gave him the opportunity
to worm his way into the mothership
of fruit cities. Alex now works in the
broadcast department at a fancy
marketing implementation agency that
focuses on blue-chip brands.
Alex likes playing instruments and
making noise with people. He currently
plays bass guitar with a bunch of guys
he met on Craigslist. He also likes to jam
with Ella Joyce Buckley, a South African
folk musician based in New York. Alex is
currently mixing a five track EP for his
friend Warren Cohen, a.k.a Ampersand,
and we can’t wait to hear it.
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Much of these things fill
my pockets as I cruise the
city and carouse; yet, much
of this city is enjoyed in
its parks, away from the
concrete malaise.
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2.
1.

3.

4.

9.

5.

8.

6.

10.
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7.

1.	A Classic Casio Watch
Telememo & Databank
with Calculator
	I got this from
midtown Manhattan
for calculating risks,
kicking algorithms and
taking names. This is an
accessory to my goldrimmed glasses and to
keep things in sync.
2.	The New Yorker
The New Yorker for
its cultural insight,
commentary and
quirky illustrations of
life in New York. It’s a
great way to read up
on current events
across the board. It is
a more in-depth and
highfalutin perspective
of New York.
3.	A Smartphone
with Yelp
A smartphone to
navigate the plethora
of options whatever
your taste, wherever
you are. Yelp is an
amazing service, which
I use when I find myself
asking the question;
“What is interestingto eat,
see, drink or do in this
neighbourhood?”.
4.	Concert Tickets
In New York, there
are endless streams
of performances to
see. This particular one
was for Tinariwen, who
are Algerian psychedelic
folk rockers. Music is a
huge part of my life
and experiencing a
favourite live act is
part of the magic of
being in this city.

5.	Metro Card
An unlimited, 30-day
Metro Card for riding
the subway and
buses in and around
New York City. Unless
you ride your bicycle
to the ends of the
city, or you are silly
enough to own a car,
the unlimited metro
card is absolutely
necessary to bumble
around with ease.
6.	Earplugs
Noisy, sexed up
neighbours through
paper-thin dry calls
dictate that earplugs
are the way to go.

9.	One Dollar Bill
A one-dollar bill from
the Where’s George
campaign, that can
be traced from its
source. I have yet to
register its location,
pinned to my wall.
10.A Blow Out Comb
with a Pumped
Fist (for the
revolutionaries)
One has to frizz
the Afro when
heading out in the
Brooklyn hood.

7.	YMCA
Membership Card
I have a membership
to the local YMCA
gym to keep the
good times in check.
Maintaining my
health has become
an integral part of
my existence in NY,
as this city can be
overbearing.
8.	Business Cards
People still roll with
business cards;
apparently it’s
something one should
have even though we
are in the digital age.
Chance encounters
are fleeting and
one way to extend
an impression is
by having a sporty
business card.
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Johan

kritzinger
Johan Kritzinger is a multi-disciplinary visual artist,
curator and producer from Johannesburg, who
currently works and lives in Brooklyn.
Since arriving in New York City in 2006, Johan has been
involved in developing FIGMENT, a major participatory
art event on Governors Island.
He also initiated the Pure Project Art-Space,an
underground multi-purpose art space in Nolita, as
well as curating and exhibiting as an artist in various
personal, commercial and public spaces.
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Photo credit - Amy Buckley, ‘Letters to the homeland’ series
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1.	The Skyline
Yes it is a cliché. You have
seen it hundreds of times
on movies, but hell, when
you are in front of this
thing, staring directly at
it, it stirs something deep
inside that still takes me
by surprise every time.
2.	Burlesque girls
Real people…yeah!
The American Burlesque
striptease was born in
NYC and thank f%^k it is
back. This one was at the
Coney Island Sideshow
Freak Bar. It is all about
bright colors, crazy
costumes, nipple tassels,
tattoos and old roller
coasters on the beach.

2.
1.

3.
4.

5.

3.	Street Art Williamsburg, Brooklyn
You really are beautiful…
enough said.
4.	Mural Williamsburg, Brooklyn
I want to feel what these
robots feel one day when I
am all grown up and stuff.

6.

7.	Bright Lights
I was once told that
Warhol had a saying, ‘”In
this city, you can’t see the
stars in the sky, because
the stars on the ground
are too bright”.
8.	Beer
It’s not about what beer
I am going to drink.
It all comes down to
who you are with and
how it’s going down.
Here we have Tequila
Joe, frontman of the
psychedelic rock trio
Band Antenna doing a
classic backward dog in
the East Village.
9.	More Street Art
This piece was located on
the Bowery and the first
time I saw it, I was like;
“Wow, that piece is really
multi-dimensional, ha”.
This building is pretty
epic though, classic
architecture with the
facade layered in years
and years of paper pastes
and paint.

7.
8.

9.
10.
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5.	Spliff
This is what was left over
from this morning’s walk
through the forest in
Prospect Park with Alex
and Matt. She was a very
tasty medicinal Sativa
imported from sunny
shiny California and
enjoyed locally.
6.	Rockaway Beach
Located on the
furthermost southern
edge of the city is a
peninsula of summer
good vibes, topless
tanning and overgrown
nuclear bunkers. Surfs
up, coolers are packed,
bicycles ready and off we
go. Get the boom box out,
queue The Ramones, set
on repeat and “Rock Rock
Rockaway beach…”.

10. M
 ore Street Art
(because it’s there
whether you like it
or not) This piece is
located in Bushwick.
The neighbourhood is
buzzing with artists,
all hanging out among
the derelict building
and warehouses.
Gentrification is setting
in fast though, as
is always the case.
Hopefully these
prehistoric beauty’s
will last another year
before their old bones
are carefully peeled
away to make room for
the new “luxury condos
available here” sign.
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samantha
Mcculloch
Samantha McCulloch is an illustrator and fine artist
from Johannesburg, currently based in Melbourne.
After completing her professional
degree in Fine Art at the Michaelis School of Fine
Art, she decided to traverse the seas to Australia
to study curatorship. She is currently working as
curator for the Human Rights Arts & Film Festival,
as well as participating remotely in an artistic
collective called the Open Drawer Projects.
Her collection of Ten Things is titled: A traveling
collection of drawings, cut outs and ‘zines’ –
Inspired by living in Melbourne, Australia.

No matter where I am living, having a working collection
of drawings, books, cut outs and tools, becomes a way for
me to navigate the city I am living in. Melbourne’s dynamic
community of artists and designers has been a source of
great inspiration to my own curatorial and artistic practice,
particularly the budding culture of self-published ‘zines’
(a trend not limited to Melbourne, of course). Here are my
’10 Things’, a repository of bits and pieces inspired by living
in this wonderful city, but also reflective of my constant
longing for home and South Africa.
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Melbourne. It has also
1.	Tool Box and
got me thinking about
Pencil Case
the physical mapping
Since arriving in
of the city as opposed
Melbourne, I have
to the more intimate
collected a range of
mapping of my own
tools, pens, pencils
private geography.
and thread from the
many mouth-watering
5.	Sepia Ink, Oil Stick
stationery stores that
and Beeswax
can be found in the little
I found this sepia ink
laneways of Melbourne.
at an amazing art
Stationery shopping is
store, St. Luke on
one of my favourite past
Smith Street. I came
times and Melbourne is
across it by fluke and
the perfect city for it.
found myself browsing
for about an hour
2.	Headphones
completely ensconced
I could not manage
in their incredible
a day of wandering
collection of binding
the city and enjoying
agents, oil paints,
all the treasures on
paper, pigments along
offer without my
with a gorgeous block
headphones. Certain
of beeswax. I have
buildings and landmarks
used some of these
in Melbourne have a
materials to map my
complementary song, a
environment through
map of Melbourne made
drawing. Drawing has
up of song lines rather
become a means by
than street names.
which I might map the
city of Melbourne.
3.	1990’s Mix Tape
Melbourne has a
distinctly 90’s feeling
about it. This may seem
strange but the 90’s
are back in full swing
here. I have spent a lot
of my time walking the
streets listening to. The
Breeders, Slowdive and
Jesus and Mary Chain.
It’s odd but 90’s music
and Melbourne have
become synonymous
in my mind.
4.	Melbourne City Guide
An obvious choice,
but this particular city
guide has been useful
to my meanderings.
After all, getting to
know the tram and
underground systems
have been essential
to my navigation of
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6.	Cut Outs
(Elephant and Moon)
I find that I always
relate my experience
in Melbourne to
that of being back
home. This elephant
wandering in emptiness
with the moon in the
background is like my
longing for home.
7.	Wristwatch
I need to keep two
time zones in mind.
When I am dreaming,
Johannesburg is awake
and bustling and when
Melbourne is awake,
Johannesburg dreams.

Melbourne ‘zine’ fair.
9.	Metal Buckets and
‘Zines’ are all over the
Gum Leaf
place and are a great way
I found these two rustic
for artists to circulate
old metal buckets at the
their work in a modest
Camberwell market, just
and quirky way. This
a short train ride out of
particular ‘zine’ reminds
central Melbourne. I found
me of a day I spent
the dried gum leaf on a
wandering through
camping trip along the
Melbourne on a senseless
Snowy River in the north
mission of some sort. It
of Victoria. Together
was raining and I had no
they remind me of my
umbrella or jacket.
wanderings through the
I was sodden and I felt
city and beyond.
like one of the
tiny wandering figures
in ‘Swampland’.

10. Postcard
and Stamps
This is an old postcard
from the early day
of the Victoria Post.
These are similar kinds
of objects to my
wristwatch. They can
go between Melbourne
and home, they tell
the tale of two cities
and the ocean that
lies between.

9.

5.

10.

1.

3.
2.

4.

7.
8.
6.

8.	Swampland – ‘Zine’
I found this great
zine about an eerie
swampland at the
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